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1 . ASSESSMENT OF JAPANз Item 25 of the Agenda (â'ocument EB9/14 and Add.l) 

The CHAIRMAN called on Mr。Tats'oke, representative of Japan, in Geneva, to 

take his place at the council table and address the meeting. 

Mr. TATSUKE, representative of Japan, recalled that the Fourth World Health 

Assembly (Resolution 1HA4.47) had fixed the assessment, of Japan for 1951 at 170 

units or approximately 20^ below the original assessment on account of Japan
1

s 

economic and financial clix'ficulties. For 1952 the contribution had been fixed 

at 192 units unless the Peace Iteaty were concluded before 1 January 1952, in 

which case it would be 214 units » He drew attention to the fact that the 

Peace Treaty signed at San Francisco on 8 September 1951 had not yet come into 

force. Article 23 of the Treaty.laid down the conditions for its entry into 

force and stated that if those conditions had not boen fulfilled within nine 

months of Japan's depositing its instrument of ratification, any State "which 

had ratified the treaty could bring it into force between itself and Japan by 
•- . . . . . . . 

means of a communication to that effect bo the Governments of Jq)an and of the 

United States of America within the three years following the date of deposit 

of the instrument of ratification by Japan, 

Japan's position had not changed since its'
1

 contribution for 1951 was fixed 

and the' signing of the treaty тас not in itself enough to solve the financial 

and economical difficulties. Moreover Japan "was continuing to pay a jart of 

the costs of occupation by the Allied i'orces.》 



In view of those circumstances, the Minister for Foreign Affairs had 

addressed a note to the Direсtor-General of WHO requesting that the contribution 

for 1952 be fixed at 192 units. №e Japanese Government would be very grateful 

if tiae. Bo«-ircl> after a thorou^i examination of the matter, would use its good 

offices to secure a favourable reply to the request» 

In. concluaiuii he took the opportunity of expressing his Government's . 

gratitude to Ш) for its valuable assistance and of rene-wing its assuraaoe of 

close collaboration. 

• i
 ；

 . 
lîie CHAIRMAN thanked Mr, Tatsuke for his statement and expressed satisfac-

tion at the assurance of Japan's intention to co-operate rnth WHO. 

i ' 
i • 

Decisión» At the suggestion of the CHAIRMAN, the Board requested 
the Standing Committee on Administration and Finance to consider the 
matter in the light of the statement by the representative of Japan ‘ 
and to make a reconimendation. 

2.' CO-OPERATION WITH THE INTÉRNA.TIONAL IABOÜR ORGAN:,3ATI0N IN ШЕ FIEID OF 

HEALÎH AND SOCIA.L INSURANCE： Item 50.7 of the Agenda C^ocument EB9/66) 

i • 

The СНА+1ШШ asked Mr, Jenks, Assistant Director-General of the International 
• • » » 

' i 

Labour Office, to address the Board. 
. i • 

» 

Mr. JENKS (International Labour Office), on behalf of. the Director-General 

of ILO, thanked the Board and the Director-General of WHO for having given 

effect to the request of the ILO for advice in connexion with
1

 the drafting of 

its proposed C.onventioris on Social Security. It was the ardent desire of, ILO 

that the longstanding and close collaboration between that organization and TOO 
！ • 

should ]эе continued and intensified. 



The Conventions, concerning Minimum and Advanced Standards of Social 

Security respectively, conta^ed provisions dealing with standards for the 

nodical care to be furnished under social security schemes and particularly . 

under schemea of sickness insurance. They represented a fresh statement, in 

conformity with current law and practice, of principles already laid dowi in . 

earlier instruments adopted by the International Labour Conference, in particular 

the twin recommendations on Income Security алй Medical Care 他ich were adopted 

by the Conference in '1944 and to which the TOO consultant group had paid a 

s e r o u s tribute. The latter Recommendation had been the basis of thé medical 

care provisions in the new Conventions 恤 地 were to be submitted to the 1952 

session of the International Labour Conference. It had to be admitted that . 

there were still very few countries able as yet to accept the binding obligations 

o f
 a convention to provide a system of medical care аз сотрЪte as the 1944 

ecoamendation required. 

The Convention on Mininnm Standards, if it were to be widely ratified, 

m u s t
 be content with a raodest programme of essential medical care. On the other 

hand, any Convention on advanced standards was susceptible of ratification by 

a
 n u d h З

ш11ег number of countries and could, it was believed, com3 very close 

to stipulating all the requirements of the 1944 HecoEmendation. 

^ e consultant group convened in December 1951 by 1H0 had made ^luable 

suggestions 他ich could be incorporated in the text of the Conventions without 

endangering the possibilities of ratification, and its commentary on the 

propossa provisions contained many practical counsels for their application. 



If the Board had no objection, ILO could take account of the useful suggestions 

made in the statement of tho consultant group in the revision of the text of the 

Conventions. A nuriber of the suggôstions would be applicable to the Convention 

on Advanced Standards rather than to the Conventi911 on Miniraum Standards. 

Furthermore, ILO would like to include the comments made by tihe consultant group, 

tc- gothcr with any observations nade by the members of the Board, in the report 

containing the text of the proposed Conventions TNhich would be submitted to the 

International Labour Conference. 

He took the opportunity of thanking WIO for its valuable collaboration in 

other natters on the agenda of the Board's present se'ssion, such as the revised 

Convention on Maternity Protecton and the formulation of certain standards of 

medical； cacaiaination for migrants. The Dire с tor-General of ILO would be most 

happy to act upon the proposal of the- Director-General of "Ш0 that the two 

organizations should act jointly irv bringing the proposed standards to the 

attention of governments. 

The CHAIRMAN thanked the Assistant Director-General of ILO for his clear 

and concise statement and for the desire shown by his organization to 

collaborate with 1Ш0. . 

The ША1ШШ called upon Dr. Roemer, charged by Y®0 with collaboration iwith 

ILO on the subject under discussion, to reply to a question by Dr. HálEJC» 



Dr. ROEIJER, Social and Occupational Health Section, said he -would be 

happy to arrange for copies of the proposed С onventions to be made available to 

the members of the Board. 

The consultative group had, in preparing its statement, attempted to 

emphasize the following five principles! (1) the all-pervading inmortalice of 

preventive medicine in medical care; (2) the： need for the closest possible 

• - ‘ 

integration of the programno of medical care...with that of public health, in all 
‘ ‘ i “ 

ocmntries; (3) thé need of health services in. rural areas vtlch, often derived 

the least benefit from systems of medical car^;； (4) the importance of proper 

standards with respect to Шв quality of medical caré, qualifications of 

personnel, facilities, etc.; (.5) the application of administrative principles 

for medical care in under-developed countries. 

Dr. BRAVO recalled that at the eighth session of the Board, he had 

expressed the hope that thè consultant' group on the problem of health in 

relation to social security would be the first step towards collaboration 

between the two specialized agencies on the numerous problems yihich in many-

countries gave rise to overlapping between the public-health and the social 
V 
� .• • • » 

security services. 

It had unfortunately been impossible to include in the group of distinguished 

specialists which had dram up the document before the Board,a member from Latin 

America, a region vhich had a m d e experience in the matter. Still more serious 

•was the shortness of the time at the disposal of the group, especially since it 



obliged the Board, on the first occasion on líáiich it was asked to give an expert 

opinion on public-health matters, to do so on the basis of an incomplete study 

of 1he problem. He was not criticizing the document, indeed he congratulated 

the consultajit group on having produced a document of such value after a .meeting 

lasting two days. The Board should not, however, confine itself to a sinç>3e 

statement of agreement or non-agreement Tdth the re сошлю ndations of the group! 

it should express a considered opinion on the relations between social security 

and publio health, based on at 3east the following six j^ointst (1) Ihe ri澳t 

of the individual to medical care, laid doim by the General Assembly ih 1948 
« . ‘ . 

a right which should be recognized in national• public-healtK legislation^ 

(2) The desirability for unification of -the services dealing with health matters 

preventive medicine, environmental sanitation, curative iaedicine, rehabilitation. 
t 

etc. That suggestion had been made in the third paragraph on page 9 of the 

document drawn up by the group which, however., appeared to -be in oontradiotiorv 

with the statement on page 13, last para graph, that "Proper organization of 

personnel and institutions does not imply that all of them should be under the 

direct control of a central governmental authority,, but the co-ordination of 

their activities by a central authority is essential*" » That question should 
• 、 > 

be clarified in order that ILO mi£íit have no doubt as to the policy of 1Ш0 

towards unification of .health s e r v i c e s ;⑶ The necessity for the unified 

service to be directed by a member of the medical profession; (4) The creation 



of a profession of doctor-administrator, a profession which should be completely 

distinct. (5) Integration of the public-health service in the national 

есопощу in such a way that the services were in proportion to the economic 

possibilities of the country, so as to avoid financial inflation arising from 

mltipltcation of servicesj (6) The constitution of Ш0 stated that "Health is 

a state of complete physical, mental and social wellbeing and not merely the 

absence of disoase or infirmity", The public-health service of a country 

should therefore strive to give economic assistance to the individual when he 

vras temporarily or pnnanently prevented for reasons of health from earning his 

own living and that of his family. 

Dr, Bravo reiterated that the solution to all"the problems could hot be 

found without a detailed study which the Board could not undertake at the 

present time. He had put forward a few observations because in the document 

before the Board the very important question of unification of the different 

services concerned with public health was buried in the midst of suggestions 

for the correction of the text of the conventions proposed by the 1Ю. 

The CHÀIRmN agreed with Dr. Bravo that it was essential that WHO should 

define its policy in the matter in precise térms since
1

 it was Indispensable 

that all countries ta'-e steps to promote co-operation between their social 

security and public-health services. 



D x v АШЮСШ-ЕДКЕ1Е5д_ endorsing -tíie observa ti ons..of Dr, Bravo, drew attention 

to the opportunity offered to the Board of defining the competence of,WHO in the 

field of social security, Referring to Dr. Bravo«s remarks on the risk of 
У .. 

overlapping between public-health and social security services, he aaid that in 

many countries the sooial security services, owing to the greater facilities at 

their disposal, had involuntarily acquired a pre#-^ninence which had led to a 

double machinery for dealing with the health of the population. There was a 

tendency in mar^r Latin-American countries for medical services to be more and 

more absorbed by the social security organs, not only as far as the treatment of 

the sick was concerned, but also in matters of preventive medicine, health 

education, rehabilitation, etc. The social security organs had: also .come to 

play a preponderant r6le in various aspects of industrial hygiene. íürther 

duplication might occur if programmes of social security were established side 

by side with existing public-health programmes, with a disastrous effect on the 

econoiiçr, especially of the underdeveloped countries. 1H) should therefore 

define its position in the matter, having regard to the Constitution and the 

views expressed in the present discussion. 
i . 

The CHAIRMAN thanked Dr, Allwood-Paredes for his statement which, while 

confiming and completing that of Dr. Bravo, stressed the need, for detemining 

IHD's field of activity. 

Dr. HURTÀÎX3 agreed, with Dr. Bravo that there was a kind of double 

orientation to be undertaken； government authorities roust turn their attention 



not, only to curative but alao to-i^eventive medicine., - a matter which concerned 

both WHO and 3X0. But there was a third factor, Tha importance of social 

securiiy was recognized throughoirb the world) it was now a question of how to 

promote it and of the distinction to be made between social security and social 

* i * 

insurance. Social insurance presented great difficulties and must be judged 

by different standards, Preventive medicine was a State function but the 

doctor was an essential human instrument in such a service. Was it possible 

for a State, however powerful, to provide preventive medicine without that 

instrument? The officials in the State health services could not make progress 

in the prevention of disease without the full co-operation of the medical 

profession in the country. Moreover the collaboration of the medical profession 

w a s
 needed In curative medicinewhere medical diagnosis was an important element. 

In the Amerleaa gvcricg reeogdHi^n b«|»g gx^en to the import,- neo of orgçosdtzing 

一 • 
the medical profosalon^ whose rolo was an essential prjrt of social s^ourity» 

« 

Finally he drew attention to the desirability of IHO's collaborating with 

the Pan American Medical Federation and the World Medical Association and other 

non-goverrnental medical associations 他ich had taken part in international 

meetings on the subject under discussion and which had recegnized the necessily 

for the doctor to take part in the administration of social security. 

The thanking Dr. Hurtado for hi3 statement, recalled that tiie 

Fourth World Health Assembly had discussed the question of medical education 



because of the increasingly important.rôle that the medical profession was 

called upon to play in social security. "Ше question would again ba discussed 

at the K-f-fti Health Assembly, The Boar4, moreover, would have before it the 

qaoation of the relations of WHO with the World Medical Association* 
\ r 

, Tir. HAYEK raised two points. First, there was no mention of surgical, 

treairaent in. the section of the document dealing vrith Health Services (page 3) # 

He considered that the words ‘ «and also medical and surgical treatment" should be 

added in the phrase "hospitalization as necessaiy" in the Convention. Secondly, 

he proposed deletion from the section on Personnel and Facilities (page 7) of" the 

word "indigenous", which was a derogatory terca, 、 
« 

The СНЛ1ШШ said that Hayek^s suggestions woüld be taken into accounts 

• “ •：…，.， • 
• , 

. .... -.、* X ....,, ,
 U î s

 •„、•• . ,
 л 

X)r* BRADY felt that "the document, whose recormendatioñs
!

*'65n^!%
,

néd policy,,；. 

required careful study. The members of the Board had only recently-received. 

it and had not seen the text of the proposed Conventions nor ILO Recoiaraendation 

No,69 to which it referred. The Board had, at its eighth session, specifically 

approved the convening of an expert committee, but the docitment now before it 

was submitted not as an expert committee report but as a statement of Ш0 policy. 

Secondly he believed that the word «'promote" had been purposely avoided in 

Article 2(p) of the Constitution which referred to the stut^r of social 

security schemes, so that therfe might be no suggestion that WHO was promoting 
any particular type of social security activity. He felt therefo.re that the 



Board should not take precipitate action in approving the document even with 

such amendments as might be proposed during the discussion. 

Dr. MACKENZIE agreed with Dr. Brady that the document required more study. 

Moreo-rer, time was needed for discussion of the new ideas put forward by previous 

speakers. Suggesting that the Board should do no more than take note of the 

report, he recalled that the 'Standing Committee on AàHintstration and Finance 

bôd recosmended that expert committee reports should be tfae sole responsibility 

of the members of the expert conimittee. 

.Professor CANAPERIA expressed doubt as to whether the document could be 

treated as the report of a committee of experts. He had listened with great 

interest to the statements, especially those of the members from Latin America 

stressing the paramount toportance of the problem. It was true tiiat, in most 

countries, with the development of public-health services there were now two 

types of health organization, one dealing with curative and the other with 

preventive medicine, The trupossibility of making a separation between 

preventive and curative medicine had already been emphasized. Public health, 

which had won the battle against the main infectious diseases, was now faced 

with the so-called social diseases such as cancer, diabetes, rheumatism, etc. 

which caused great suffering anong the. population: He agreed with previous 

speakers that the two health services should be co-ordinated and considered that 

TOO should give general guidance in the raatter, Л small working party might be 

set up to advise the Board on procedure for dealing with the statement of the . 

oons.ultant group, 



The СНЛ1ЕМА.Ы, thanking Professor Canapiera for his suggestion, said that he 

personally considered .that it was of the utmost importance to establish clearly 

IHO's policy in the matter
ç
 He «sailed on the representatives of ILO for their 

views on the proposal to refar the matter to a snail working party for farther 

stuc^r. 

Mr, STACK (International Labour Office) said that the proposed draft 

CoiwenUons on Minimum and Advanced Standards of Social Security would go to press 

in two or three weeks. They would be sent' to the governments for consideration 

before the 1952 Labour Conference, at which the question at least of minimum 

standards would be settled and at which a convention would probably be adopted. 

The Convention on Advanced Standards, in which the aspiration for improved 

medical care could be given better expression, would be reviewed again in 1953. 

It was therefore necessary that WHO should make known its views on minimum 

standards without delay. 

ILO had found the views of the consultant group very valuable and intended 

to follow most of then in any case. He suggested that the Boárd should adopt 

туг, Mackenzie's proposal to take note of .the opinions expressed by the group and 

transmit its report to ILO, not as an official or complete statement of 1H0 policy 

and without endorsing each of the suggestions made〜 The document could perhaps 

be sent to governments, as a useful contribution to the discussions to take place 

at the International Labour Conference in June ; that practice had been followed 

by the governing body of ILO in dealing with reports of expert committees. H O 

would greatly regret having to submit 协e draft Gonventions to the International 



Labour Confcrcnce without the collaboration of 1H0. . 

íhe DIRECTOR-GEHEíllL explained that the question at issue was one of 

major policy involving the respectivo rôles of the Health Assembly and "the 

Executive Board, The najor function of the Board was to give effect to 

decisions and policies of the Health Assembly but it was not competent to 
• < 

change those policies, although it could advise the Assembly," Hitherto the 

attitaâsi q£ tbQ Haalth &s#eiably had been that the Organiaatióa conoera 

itself with standards of medical care but not witti methods of providing medical 

care, "which were regarded as the particular province of the national authorities. 

It was clear, notwitiistanding the terras of resolution EB8.R35, that the 

comments of the Board must remain within the general terms of reference of 

World Health Assembly policies. Accordingly, if the Board felt that its 

comments would not fall within the torras of such policies, it was preferable 

merely to note the document. He repeated -feat, while the Board was competent 

to submit any comments it saw fit to the Health Assembly, very careful 

consideration should be given before any recommendations were submitted to ILO. 



EB9Ain/5 Bw.X 
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The CHAIRMAN stated the two alternatives open to the Boardt (1) to 

undertake a further study of document EB9/66 in ccmnexion with the proposed 

draft Conventions; (2) to not© the report and to formulate recommendations to 

be laid before the Health Assembly, 

Dr
#
 MACKENZIE was in favour of noting the document, but pointed out that 

further clarification of the whole question was essential before recommendations 

could be made to thé Health Assembly. It was one thing to decide the terais of 

the Board's responsibility, but quite another matter to initiate a discussion 

on questions of social security in the Health Assembly, , 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL, quoting Article 28(e) of thô Constitution, said it 

was clear that the Board could submit advice or proposals to the Health Assonbly 

on its own initiative. That however did not mean t与at the Board should give 

advice on the point at issue in the short time at its disposal. 

Dr. HÔ'jER thought the Board was in an awkward position and that it was 

difficult to give a clear, opinion. It would be possible, after a study of 

tho, proposed new Conventions by a working party, to give an opinion on minimum 

standards of medical care but the difficulty, as he saw it, would be to give an 

opinion on advanced standards of health policy for all peoples, TOiile there was 

much good in the report, certain additions were necessary. He was in favour 

of noting the rqport as far as advanced standards were concerned but of giving 

a mere detailed answer on minimum standards, 

Dr, BRAVO was in no. way opposed to taking note of the report - which 

represented a magnificent effort on the part of a higWy qualified group of 



everts. At the same time it must be made perfectly clear that, ovlng to 

lack of time, tha Board had been unable to give it exhaustive consideration. 

诹e best solution therefore vould be to recomend further study in order to 

produce a docunent setting forth the definite and cleer vievs of the Organiaatioa. 

H e r e i t e r a t e d h i s

 earlier point concerning the contradiction in the report on 

the matter of unification of all health services, a point 油ich should Ъе 

cleared up by vritten consultât ton. with the esperte coacemea vîth a viev 

to emending the document. 

Eeplylng to the СНА1ШШ, the DDffiCTOB-GENEBAL repeated that^ binder 

the Constitution, it was within the coBçetence of the Board to study any 

matters it sav fit, but that there vae no provision for recammendations to 

b e m d e

 油
i c h

 掷
r e

 outside the framevorlc of established policiee of the Health 

Assembly. Although the Board wae an independent body, It vas nevertheless 

governed by those policies. He submitted that no recomendatione could be 

made to any organization on matters of policy not yet approved by the Health 

Assembly. 

The CHAIBMAN replying to Professor CAMPERIA, said that noting the 

r e p o r t i n n o

 ^У ^ P l U d that its contents vere the considered view either 

of the Executive Board or of the Health Assembly. 

D r

* ALIWOOD-PAEEIES, referring to the remrk of the ILO rgr©sent
a
tive 

t h a t t h e 1 1 0

 Conference would in алу event take into consideration the 



suggestions contained in the document without the opinion of the Executive 

Board, urged - in. view of the misgivings expressed as to policy inplications -
... ’ ' • ' ' ' .... ；•.： ‘ 

that the. Boar4 should not only note the document but should make it perfectly 

clear that it did,npt represent the opinion of the Board, still loss the 
• . • • • • . . . . . -

policy of the. Health Assemb3y. 
‘ • • • •-•/ 

‘ - • . •-. 

The DffiEGTOR-GMEffi/lb confirmed that it v/as.. open to the Board to refer 
> . . • . . . ' •» . 

the report back to ILO with such an annotation... 
• • •.；. ‘ 

• * • •. • • ； • •, •. - • ... • .• ！* ‘ • •• . ‘ "t V . • 

. ‘ , • •• • • ，，....- , 
Dr. PADUA agreed with the annotation proposed bjr Dr. Allwood-Parados, 

and that specific recommendations should be subnitted to the Fifth World 

Assembly/ He stressed the iiiporbartce of social security in all countries； 

the discuseion, 
moreover

9
 haxi ‘shown that ther.Q were гоаду aspects of the 

problem worthy of consideration. He-- would also be in fav.our of a resolution 
‘ . . ‘ ‘‘‘ ' ' 

on the need for the unification of medical services锥 
• “. ‘“ ’ ., •••• ••• ‘. ； ； • 

；• т _ ... .
 t
 ‘‘ 

The CHAIRMAN put the following proposal to the vote» 

* ' '•• • . ' .... .... . . . . . • ‘ - » •-, 

.(!) that document ЕБ9/66 should be noted, together with an annotation 

to the effect that it repreeented the opinion of a group of experts but 
* ‘ -’ • ： ‘ ！ 

was not. the considered view either of the Executive Boárd or of tho Health 
� . . . . . . . . ‘ . . . . - 、 . , - • . . . 

Assembly. "' . 
• • " • - . . • • ‘‘ » • 

(2) that pecommendations. should be formulated for submission to the 

Fifth World Health ÀssembQy, to be drawn up by the Rapporteurs in collaboration 
. ‘ ‘ ‘ ：• . . . . 

with the Secretariat for further consideration by.the ̂ oard. 



Decisional (1) The first part of the proposal was unanimously adopted. 
- 、 

(2) The second part was adopted with four abstentions. 

Dr. MACKENZIE observed, that the annotation should indicate that document 

EB9/66 "did not necessarily represent the considered view of the Executive 

Board or of the Health Assembly". He added that certain consequential 

amendments to the report would be necessary, 

3. ACTION TO BE TAKEN PURSUANT TO RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED BY THE MIGRÀTION 
CONFERENCE (ILO)a Item 50.8 of the Agenda (document EB9/3Q) 

The CHAIRMAN called on Mr. Oblath, representative of ILO, to introduce 

the subject, 

Mr. 0ВЫТН. (International Labour Office) said that in collaboration. 

v;ith WHO and other international organizations ILO had submitted to the 

Naples Migration Conference certain recanmendations as to criteria 

and basic principles for the medical selection of migrants. The Naples 

Conference had adopted certain of those recommendations and had suggested 

that work in the field of medical selection of migrants should be carried 

on by ILO, in agreement with other interested organizations, in particular 

WHO, The Governing Body of ILO had approved the report of the Naples 

Conference and had endorsed.its resolutions. It had been agreed Irith 

the Director-General of 1H0 that the report should be forwarded to 



• Member States of the two organisations jointly, after it had been approved 
« 

by the Executive Board, As indicated in the report, further action was 

necessary in order to copíete the work begun at the Naples Conference 

and ILO planned shortly to lay the question before Ш0 with a view to 

drawing up a joint programme to give effcct to the resolutions of the 

Naples Conference, 

Dr. D0R0LLE, Deputy Director-General, gave the further following 

explanations. At the request of ILO, and in accordance with instructions 

received, the Secretariat had studied the criteria for the selection of 

migrants and had drawn up a model examination card and other documents. 

The Governing Body of ILO had approved those documents and if the Executive . 

Board also approved them, they would be jointly forwarded to Member States 

in order to avoid the confusion of two organizations working separate^. 

Two other questions remained to be consideredt (1) the criteria 

for selection of heavy workers- (2) criteria for selection in certain • 

specialised professions. The major decision to be taken by the Board 

was that of approving the criteria as established. 

He >Kankod the secretariats of ILO and IRO for their assistance 

in the preparation of the criteria, in particular for having waited for 

the ^proval of the Executive Board before proceeding to consult Member 

States, notwithstanding the fact that the report of the Migration Conference 

had already receive4 the approval of the Governing Body of ILO. 



Decision: The Board authorized the Director-General to 
communicate the basic principles and criteria for medical 
selection of migrants to Member Governments for the 
consideration of their national health authorities, with 
a view to using thon as a guide for the medical examina-
tion of migrants. 

4. PROCEDURAL ARRANGEMENT 

On the proposal of the CHAIRMAN, it was agreed that item 50,12 

of the Agenda would be discussed at the afternoon meeting, when Professor 

Mais in, Chairman of the Council for the Co-ordination of International Congroeses 

út tt«¿£oál Sttittfuseg, 'wovftd be-p»»eent. 

5. PROGRAMME AND BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR 1953» REPORT OF THE STANDING 
С0ШТТТЕЕ ON ADMINISTRATION /Щ) FINANCE (.documenta ББ9/Х9, EB9/19 Adâ. 
Cot* ‘ I 9 9 & Z , EB9/75) (oonttmittlou trocí fourth nee ting, section 2) 

Section 9 (continued) 

The CHAIRMAN read a proposal for the rewording of the second sentence, 

submitted by Dr. Bravo and. Dr, Allwood-Paredes and approved by the Chairman 

of the Standing Committee on Administration and Finance» 

«The committee considered that the proposed programme follows the 
general programme of work approved by the World Health Assembly* 
It further considers that the proposed programme conforms to ths 
guiding principles to be applied to the expanded programme of 
technical assistance as established under resolution 222 (IX) 
of the Economic and Social Council as well as under subsequent 
decisions of that Council and of the United Nations General 
Assembly", 

Decision! Section 9, as amended above, was adopted. 



Sections 10 ~ 19: Adopted without discussion* 

Section 20 

After a short discussion, and on the proposal of Dr. BRAVO, 

it wa乓 agreed to defer discussion on the reduction of the grant to 

the Council for the Co-ordination of International Congresses of 
-• . 

Medical. Sciences until the afternoon meeting in connexion with 

Item 50,12 of the Agenda, 

• • * » » 

Décision} Section 20 was adopted on the understanding 
that tho réduction of the grant to CCIMS would be taken 
up. at . the afternoon'meeting, 
:�- ‘ 

•‘ « . 

Section 21: Adopted without comment. 

Section 22 ... 

Professor CAN/JERIA drew attention to two points on which the 

Board had totako a decision! (1) the desirability or otherwise 

of establishing an e^ert committee on poliomyelitis in accordance 

with the instructions of the Third World Health Assembly (resolution 

(2) the question of the grant to the World Medical 

Association. 



Dr. GONZALEZ asked why the Expert Committee on Zoonoses, (FAO/WHO) had Ъееп 
- . • ч . • • 

included in the list of expert committees scheduled to meet for the first time 

in 1953, He understood that a meeting of that expert committee had already 

taken place. 

Dr. DOBOLLE, replying to the point raised by Professor Canaperia about the 
, r. . •-

subsidy to the Worlâr Medical Association, indicated that th勻 matter could be 

brought up for discussion under item 50.13 of the Agenda, relating to tbe 

participation of WHO in the International Conference on Medical Education； that 

item would be dealt with the following day. 

Dr, BIRA.UD, Director, Division of Epidemiological Services, replying to 

the first point raised by Professor Canaperia^ said that although the Third 

Health Assembly had recommended'the convening of an expert committee on 

poliomyelitis for 1952， the meeting had been postponed for financial reasons. 

That fact had presented certain drawbacks inasmuch as in 1952 an expert committee 

might have served as the preparatory meeting for the third International 

Conference on Poliomyelitis.and thus facilitated collaboration between the two 

international groups, /merican and European, set up in 19紅8 to deal with that 

disease. He believed that a meeting of the expert committee in 1955 would 

n^evertheleôs be useful as it vould facilitate co-operation between the two non-

governmental organizations to which he had referred• The expert cozranittee could 

best be held in conjunction vith the International Conference on Poliomyelitis 

to be held in Rome in 1955，and without any duplication. In that connexion, he 

recalled a remark of Dr. H«jer’s durfjag the session of the Standing Committee on 
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Finance and Administration concerning the differences la function of an inter-
» .. . -

national conference with some five or six hundred participants and that of a 

small expert committee. The latter alone could hold thorough technical disouseiond 

and make practical recommendations for international research• 

• • ' . 

In. reply to Dr, Oâiasâtes., he explained that the Expert Committee on Zoonoses 
• � . • ‘ • . -' 

vas a joint FAO/WHO t-cjimittee. The 1953 meeting would Ъе the second to be held 
• “ , : :• 

(the first had been a meeting on bovine tuberculosis) and the agenda - a heavy one 
* * 

would, include, inter alia, a discussion of the results of the two year.s' research 

and field work recommended at the first meeting. 

• • • . • 

• Professor .CANAPERIA was in favour of holding a meeting of the expert. 
' . • . • • : Í'. 

committee on poliomyelitis at the same time as .the InternatioriQl Conference on 

Poliomyelitis. The Organization would have at its disposal the help of all the 

« 

experts in the different aspects of the disease and at very little extra cost. 
. . . . • ' •

 : 

» ‘ •. 
.Decision: Section 22 was a'dopted on the understanding .that、the, 
question of the proposed grant of $5,000 to the World Medical • 
Association for its conference on medical education would be 
discussed the following day. 

' . . ... ' •• ； ••«.-• . ... 
An exchange of views followed, initiated by Dr.- JAPAE, as to whether the 

Board should proceed to discuss forthwith the question of the proposed s.ubsidy 

t£> be granted to the International Conference on Medical Education to Ъе 

organized by the WMA. 
» ' • ' * 

• . • 

Dr. MACKENZIE was in favour of immediate.discussion of the point. It would 
• “ • 

Ъе unfortunate to link a .discussion on the principle of granting subsidies with 
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any particular organization. In his view, rulos should be laid down for the 

granting of subsidies to non-governmental organizations. 
• » 

Dr. BRAVO agreed with Dr. Jafar and Dr. Mackenzie that the point should bo 

discussed forthwith and not in the presence of a representative of the ША, The 

Standing Committee had recognized the importance for WHO of partleipûting in a study 

of tbe j«obl<aa ofnedioal education. On the other hand,, concern» had Ъеоп expressed 

that the proposed grant of $5,000 might have serious implications in the future. 

For those reasons the Standing Oommittee had felt that the matter was beyond its 

term of reference and had asked for the advice of the Board on a matter of policy. 

The DIRECTŒÎ-GENERAL quoted resolution WHA2.5, approving material support 

to CGICMS. 

Dr. MACKENZIE understood that the resolution referred to did not cover 

direct grants from ШЮ to non-governmental organizations. He personally felt 

that there would be no difficulty in supplying services in the form of staff up 

to the amount stated, but a dangerous precedent would be created by granting a 

definite sum of money for the purpose of holding a conference. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERiiL saw no objection to Dr
#
 Mackenzie's proposal. 

•Dr, /ilííOOD-P/JlEDES endorsed Dr. Mackenzie's views. Requests for funds 

received from non-governraontal organizations could usually be fully justified, 

but the Board must be on its guard against Indiscriminate grants and the 

establishing of precedents. 



Dr. GBZEG0R2EWSKI, Director, Division of Education and Training Services, 

said that the sum of 15,000 was not necessarily to be taken as a subsidy to WMA. 

That association had proposed to WHO that, the conference on medical education 

should Ъе held jointly, and it was the question of that joint partief-mtIon and 
' • - • ' ‘ 

the sharing of expenses which must be decided. The decision of the Board and ‘ 

the Health Assembly would govern the extent to which WHO actively participated 

in the planning of the conference. The matter had Ъееп left open and the 

representative of WMA wouia explain the position. WMA was not asking for a 

subsidy for its own conference but for A joint oonforcnce with ".jHO. 

Professor De LAET indicated that the problem was one both of substance and 

of procedure. If the Board could decide the question of substance, i.e., the 

grant of financial help, -procedure, could be settled under resolution WHA2.5 

referred to by the Director-General. 

Dr, HURTADO, after a brief reference to the.lack of information on the 

request Ъу WMA for a grant towards the cost of the proposed conference, 

emphasized, the importance of medical education, to which great attention was 

paid in "the Americas. The, Director-General had outlined the method by which 

WHO could reply to the request of ¥MA. 

The Board should not fear establishing a precedentj there must Ъе a first 

time for everything.. He was in favour of WHO,contributing either money or 

services and actively participating in the conference ¿ 

Dr. HÜ'JEB proposed that the provision should Ъе retained in the budget 

estimates, and that the Secretariat should Ъе left to decide on the form of 

services to be given. 



On the proposal of Professor CANAPERIA, seconded by Professor De LAET, 

further disouseion was postponed until the following day. 

The meeting rose at 12Л0 p,m. 
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1. ASSESSMENT OF JAPANi Item 25'of the Agenda (Document EB9/14 and Add.l) 

The CHAIRMAN called on Mr. Tatsuke, representative of Japan, in Geneva, to 

take his place at the council table and address the meeting. 

Mr. TATSUKE^ representative of Japan, recalled that the Fourth World Health 

Assembly (Resolution 1ША4.47) had fixed the assessment of Japan for 1951 at 170 

units or approximately 20% below the original assessment on‘account of Japan's 

economic and financial difficulties. For 1952 the contribution had been fixed 

at 192 units unless the Peace Treaty were concluded before 1 January 1952j in 
» 

which case it would be 214 units. He drew attention to the fact that the 

Peace Treaty signed at San Françisco on 8 September 1951 had not yet come into 

force. Article 23 of the Treaty laid do-vm the conditions for its entry into 

force and stated that if those conditions had not been fulfilled within nine 

months of Japan's depositing its instrument of ratification, any State 他ich 

had ratified the treaty could bring it into force between itself and Japan by 

means of a communication to that effect to the Governments of Japan and of the 

United States of America within the three years following the date of deposit 

of the instrument of ratification l?y Japan. 

Japan's position had not changed since its' contribution for 1951 wás fixed 

and the signing of the treaty was not in itself enough to solve the financial 

and economical difficulties. Moreover Japan was continuing to pay a part of 

the costs of occupation by the Alliéd Forces. 



In view of those circumstances, the Minister for Foreign Affairs had 

addressed a note to the Director-General of WHO requesting that the contribution 

for 1952 be fixed at 192 units. The Japanese Government would be very grateful 

if tiie.Board, after a thorou^i examination of the matter, would use its good 

offices to secure a favourable reply to the request* 

In conclusion he took the opportunity of expressing his Government's 

gratitude to WHO for its valuable assistance and of renewing its assurance of 

close collaboration* • 

, * 

The CHAIRMAN thanked bfr, Tatsuke for his statement and expressed satisfac-

tion at the assurance of Jsçan's intention to co-operate m t h WHO. 

» 

Decision: At the suggestion of the GHâlRMAN, ’ the Board requested 
the Standing Committee on Administration and Finance to consider the m a t t e r

 in the light of the statement by the representative of Japan 
and to make a recommendation» 

2- CO-OPERATION WITH THE INTERNATIONAL IABOUR ORGANIZATION IN ÏHE FIELD OF 
HEALTH AND SOCIAL INSURANCE: Itep 50.7 of the Agenda (Docnunent EB9/66) 

« . 

The CHAIRMAN asked Mr. Jenks, Assistant Director-General of the International 

Labour Office, to address the Board. 

JENKS (International Labour Office) 丄 on beha]^ of the Director-General 

of ILO, thanked the Board and Direсtor-General of WHO for having given 

effect to the request of the ILO for advice in connexion with"the drafting, of 

its proposed conventions on Social Security. It was the ardent desire of, ILO 

that the longstanding and close .collaboratiçn between that organization and Ш0 

should be continued and intensified. , 



The Convontioris, concerning Minimum and Advancéd Standards of Social 

Security respectively, contained provisions dealing with standards for the 

medical care to be furnished under social security schemes and particularly 

• ‘ • 

under schemes of sickness insurance. They represented a fresh statement, in 

conformity with current lavr and practice, of principles' already láid dcrnn in 

earlier instruments adopted by the International Labour Conference, in particular 

the twin recoramendations on Income Security and Medical Care "which were adopted 

by the Conference in 1944 and to which the YfflO consultant group had paid a 

generous tribute. The latter recommendation had been the basis of the medical 
•. ... • -. • 

care provisions in the new conventions ináiich were to be submitted to the 1952 

session of the International Labour Conference. 'It had to be admitted that . 

there were still very few countries able as yet 'to accept the binding obligations 

of a convention to provide a system of medical care as compile te as the 1944 

recommendation required. 

The Convention on Mlninum Standards, if it were to be widely ratified, 

raust bo content with a nodest programme of essential medical care. On the other 

hand, the Convention on Advanced Standards was susceptible of ratification by 

a much smaller number of countries and could, it vras believed, comü very close 

to stipulating all the requirements of the 1944 recoEimendation. 

The consultant group convened in December 1951 by WHO had m d e valuable 
* • « 

suggestions which could be incorporated in the text of the conventions without 

endangering the possibilities of ratification, and its commentary on the 

proposed provisions contained many practical counsels for their application. 



If the Board had no objection,工 LO could take account of the useful su gestions 

mado in the statement of the consultant group in the revision of the text of the 

conventions. A nunber of the suggestions would be applicable to the Convention 

on Advanced Standards rather than to the Convention on Minimum Standards. 

Furthermore, ILO would like to include the comments made by the consultant group 

together with any observations nade by the members of the Board, in the report 

containing the text of the proposed conventions viiich would be submitted to the 

International Labour Conference. 

He took the opportunity .of thanking TilHO for its valuable collaboration in 

other natters on the agenda, of the Board's present session, such as the revised 

Convention on Maternity'Protection and the formulation of certain standards of 

medical .examination foi? migrants. The Director-General of ILO would be most 

happy to act upon the proposal of the Director-General of ШЮ that the two 

organizations should act jointly in bringing the proposed standards to the 

attention of governments. 

The CHáIRMN thanked the Assistant Director-General of ILO for his clear 

and concise statement and for the desire shovm by his organization to 

collaborate with ЖЮ. 

The CHAIRMAN called, upon Dr. Roemer, charged by TfflO with collaboration iwith 

ILO on the subject under discussion, to reply to a question by Dr. Нцуек. 
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Dr. ROEMER, Social and Occupational Health Section, said, he would be 

happy to arrange for copies of the proposed conventions to be made available to 

the members of the Board. 

The consultative group had, in preparing its statement, attempted to 

emphasize the following five principlest (1) the all-pervading importance of 

preventive medicine in medical care; (2) the need for the closest possible 

integration of the programme of medical care with that of public health, in all 

countriesj (3) the need of health services in rural areas 他ich oftsn derived 

the least benefit from systems of medical care; (4) the importance of proper 

standards with respect to the quality of medical care, qualifications of 

personnel, facilities, etc.; (..5) the application of administrative principles 

for medical care in under-developed countries. 

Dr. BRAVO recalled that at the eighth session of the Board, he had 

expressed the hope that thè consultant' group on the problem of health in 

relation to social security would be the first step towards collaboration 

between the two specialized agancies on the numerous problems vihich in many 

countries gave rise to overlapping between the public-health and the social 

security services. 

It had unfortunately been impossible to include in the group of distinguished 

specialists which had drawi up the document before the Board a member from Latin 

America, a region vhich had a wide experience in the matter. Still more serious 

was the shortness of the time at the disposal of the group, especially since it 



obliged the Board, on the first occasion on TNhich it was asked to give an expert 

opinion on public-health matters, to do so on the basis' of an incomplete study 

of ihe problem. He was not criticizing the document, indeed he congratulated 

tho consultant group on having produced a docvùnent of such value after a meeting 

lasting twcr days. The Board should not, however, confine itself to a simp3e 

statement of agreement or non-agreement Tàth the те с emendations of the group; 

it should express a considered opinion on the relations between social security 

and public health based on at least the following six points г (l) The ri^rt 

of the individual to medical caro, laid down by the General Assembly in 1948 -

a right which should be recognized in national public-health legislation; 

(2) Hie desirability ïor unification of the services dealing with health matters 

.preventive medicine, environmental sanitation, curative medicine, rehabilitation 

etc. That suggestion had been'made in the third paragraph on page 9 of the 

document drcuvn up by tho group whichj hovrever., appeared to be in, contradiction 
• ' » ‘ 

•with the statement on page 13, last paragraph, that "Proper organization of 

personnel and institutions does not imply that all of them should be under the 

direct control of a central governmental authority, but the co-ordination of 

their activities by a central authority ia essential." That question should 

bo clarified in order that ILO nifht have no doubt as to the policy of ïfflO 

tovra-rds unification of health s e r v i c o s ;⑶ The necessity for the unified 

service to be directed by a member of the medical profession; (4) The creation 



of a profession of doctor-administrator, a profession which should be completely 

distinct* (5) Integration of the public-health service in the national 

есопощу in such a way that the services were in proportion to the economic 

possibilities of the country, so as to avoid, financial inflation arising from 

multiplication of servicesí (6) The constitution of IrJHO stated that "Health is 

a state of complete physical, mental and social wellbeing and not merely the 

absence of disease or infirmity^. The public-health service of a country 

should therefore strive to give economic assistance to the individual when he 

•was temporarily or permanently prevented for reasons of health fron earning his 

own living and that of his family. 

Dr. Bravo reiterated that the solution to all the probloras could hot be 
• - • 

found without a detailed study which the Board could not undertake at the 

present time. He had put forward a few observations because in the document 

before the Board the very important question of unification of the different 

services concerned with public health was buried in the midst of suggestions 

for the correction of the text of the conventions proposed by the IID. 

The CHAIRMâN agreed with Dr； Bravo that it "mas essential that YfflO should 

define its policy in the matter in precise terms since it was indispensable 

that all countries take steps to promote co-operation between their social 

security and public-health services. 



…ALL W 0 0 D - P A R E Œ S , . endorsing the observations of Dr. Bravo, drew attention 

to the opportunity offered to the Board of defining the competence of WHO in the 

field of social security, Referring to Dr, Bravo»s remaries on the risk of 
‘ ... • 

overlapping between public-health and sooial security services, he said that in 

many countries the sooial security services, owing to the greater facilities at 

their disposal, had involuntarily acquired a pre-eminence which had led to a 

double machinery for dealing with the health of the population. There was a 

tendency in many Latin-American countries for medical services to b'e nore and 

more absorbed by the social security organs, not only as far as the treatment of 

the sick was concerned, but also in matters oí preventive medicine, health 

education, rehabilitation, etc. The social security organs had; also come to 

play a preponderant rôle in various aspects of industrial hygiene. Further 

duplication might occur if programmes of social security were established side 

by side with existing public-health programmes, with a disastrous effect on the 

.economy especially of the underdeveloped countries. ШЮ should therefore 

define its position in the matter, having regard to the Constitution and the 

views expressed in the present discussion. 

The CHAIRMâN thanked Dr, Allwood-Paredes for his statement which^ while 

confinning and completing that of Dr. Bravo, stressed the need for determining 

WHO's field, of activity. 

Dr. HURTADO agreed with Dr, Bravo that there was a kind of double 

orientation to be undertaken； goverament authorities must turn their attention 



not only to curative but-alao to. pa^vontive medicine - a isatter which concerned • 

both WHO and ILO» But there was a third factor. The importance of social 

security was recognized throughout the world j it "was now a question of how to 

promote it and of the distinction to be made between social security and social 

insurance
#
 Social insurance presented great difficulties and must be judged 

by different standards. Preventive medicine was a State function but the 

doctor was an essential htrnian instrument in such a service• Was it possible 

for a State, however pcwerful, to provide preventive medicine without that 

instrument? The officials in the State health services could riot make progress 

in the prevention of disease without the fall co-operation of the medical 

profession in the country. Moreover the collaboration of the medical profession 

was needed when medical diagnosis was an iniportant element. There was today a 

movement towards organization of the medical profession which had already made 

considerable progress in the Americas
#
 The organization of social services 

reflected tho links which existed between Aedical organizations. 

Finally he drew attention to the desirability of WHO
(

s collaborating with 

the Pan American Medical ptederation and the World Medical Association and other 

non-governmental medical associations "which had taken part in international 

meetings on the subject under discussion and which had recognized the necessity 

for the doctor to take part in ihe administration of social security. 

The CRMRbLIN, thanking Dr
e
 Hurtado for his s ta temen t^ recalled that the 

Fourth World Health Assembly had discussed the question of medical education 



because of the increasingly important rSle that the medical profession was 

called upon to play in social security. The question would again be discussed 

at tho Fifth Health Assembly, The" Board, moreover夕 would have before it a 

report on relations of ТОЮ with the International Association of Ptysicians. 

НЛГЖ raised two points
л
 First, there was no mention of surgical 

treaiment in the section of the document dealing with Health Services (page 3)• 

He considered that the words "and also medical and surgical treatoent" should be 

a d d o d i n t h e

 Phraáe 丨丨hospitalization as necessaiy" in the Convention. • Secondly, 

he proposed deletion from the section on Personnel and Facilities (page 7) of the 

word "indigenous", which was a derogatory tern. 

The CHAIRM/IN said that Dr, Hayek's suggestions would be taken into account. 

Sr* BRADY felt that tiie document, whose recommendations concerned policy, 

required careful study. The members of the Board had only recent]^ received 

it and had not seen the text of the proposed conventions nor ILO Recomiendation 

N o

'
6 9 t 0 w h i c h i t

 referred. The Board had, at its eighth session, specifically 

approved the convening of an expert coraraittee, but the document now before it. 

was submitted not as an expert coimnittee report but as a statement of 丽0 policy. 

Secondly he believed that the word "promote" had been purposely avoided in 

Article 2(p) of the Constitution which referred to the study of social 

security schemes, so that there might be no suggestion that WHO was p n o t i n g 

any particular iype of social security activity. He felt therefore tiiat the 



B o a r d
 sho^Ld not take p^cipitate action in approving the document even with 

s u c h
 amendments as might be proposed during the discussion. 

MCKENZIE ag^ad with Dr. Brady that 彻 document required more study. 

M o r c o V
e r , • was needed for discussion of the new id,as put forward by P i l o u s 

speakers, Suggesting that 彻 Board should do no more than take note of the 

report, he recalled that the Standing Cowàttee on Aàninist
№
tion and Finance 

bad recc^ended that e ^ e r t con^ittee -ports should be 咖 - l e responsibility 

of the members of the expert committee. 
• 

Professor CANAPERL^ expressed doubt as to whether the document could Ъе 

t r
eated as the report of a coxnndttoe of everts. .He had listened with great 

interest to the statements, especially Шозе of the members fro. Latin perica 

s u s s i n g tho paramount S o r t a n c e of the ргоЫеш. It was true that, in most 

c o u n t
r i e s , with 让e development of public-health se^ices there wer. now two 

types of health organization, one dealing witi, curative and the other wiih 

p^ventive medicine. The possibility of making a separation between 

p r c v e n
tive and curative medicine had already been emphasized. Public health, 

w h i c h
 had 蘭 _ battle against the main infectious diseases, was now faced 

with the so-called social diseases such as cancer, d i a b e t e s ,彻鹏 U s m , etc. 

^ i c h caused great suffering anong the population. He agreed with previous 

s p e a r s that the two health services should be coordinated and considered that 

ШЮ should give general guidance in the natter. Л small working par访 might be 

s e t u p
 to advise the Board on procedure for dealing with the statement of the 

oonsultant group, 



Tho СНЛ1ШШ, thanking Professor Canapiera for his suggestion^ said that he 

personally considered that it was of the utmost importance to establish clearly 

•who's policy in the matter. He nailed on the representatives of ILO for their 

views on the proposal to refer the matter to a snail working party for further 

study, ‘ 

Mr
a
 STACK (International Labour Office) said that the proposed draft 

Conventions on Minimum and Advanced Standards of Social Security would go to press 
> 

in two or three wseks. They would be sent to the governments for consideration 

before the 1952 Labour Conference, at which the question at least of minimum 

standards would be settled and at which a convention would probably be adopted. 

The Convention on Advanced Standards, in which the aspiration for improved 

medical care could bs given better expression, would be reviewed again in 1953. 

It was therefore necessary that WHO should make known its views on minim™ 

standards without delay, 

ILO had found the views of the consultant group very valuable and intended 

to follow most of then in ацу case. He suggested that the Board shoiild adopt 
* 

T)r, Mackenzie
1

 s proposal to take note of the opinions expressed by tho group and 

transmit its report to ILO, not as an official or complete statement of 1H0 policy 
“ • 

r . 

and without endorsing each of the suggestions made, The document could perhaps 

be sent to governments, as a useful contribution to the discussions to take place 

at tho Intornatioml Labour Conference in June； that practice had been followed 

by the govorning body of ILO in dealing with reports of expert committees. Ш) 

would greatly regret having to submit the draft conventions to the Intomational 



Labour Confcrcnce without the collaboration of WHO, 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL e^lained that the question at issue was one of 

major policy involving the respectivo rôles of the Health Assembly and the 

Executive Board, The major function of the Board was to give effect to 

decisions and policies of the Health Assembly but it was not competent to 

change those policies, although it could advise the Assembly, Hitherto the 

attitude of the Health Assembly had been that the Organization should concern 

itself with standards of medical care but not with mettiods of providing medical 

care, which wore regardod. as the particular province of the national authorities 

It was cloar, notwithstanding the terras of resolution E B 8 . R 3 5 , that the 

comments of the Board must remain within the general terns of reference of 

World Health Assembly policies. Accordingly, if the Board felt that its 

comments would not fall within the terms of such policies, it was preferable 

merely to note the document. He repeated that, while the Board was competent 

to submit ацу comments it saw fit to the Health Assembly, yeiy careful 

consideration should be given before any recommendations were sutmitted to ILO. 



The CHAIRMAN stated the two alternatives open to the Boardt (1) to 

undertake a further study of document EB9/66 in conexión with the prcç)osed 

draft Conventions- (2) to note the report and to formulate recommendations to 

be laid before the Health Assembly, 

Dr, MACKENZIE was in favour of noting the document, :but pointed out that 

further clarification of the whole question was essential before recommendations 

could be made to the H««lth Assembly, It was one thing to 4eoide th& terms of 

the Board's responsibility, but quite another matter to initiate a discussion 

on questions of social security in the Health Assembly, 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL, quoting Article 28(e) of the Constitution, said it 

was clear that the Board could submit advioe or proposals to the Health Assembly 

on its own initiative. That however did not mean that the Board should give 

advice on the point at issue in the short time at its disposal, 

Dr, HOJER thought the Board was in an awkward position and that it was 

difficult to give a cleai
1

 opinion. It would be possible, after a study of 

the proposed new Conventions by a working party, to give an opinion on minimum 

standards of medical care but the difficulty, as he saw it, would be to give an 

pinion on advanced standards of health policy for all peoples, liîhile there was 

much good in the report, certain additions were neceseary. He was in favour 

of noting the report as far as advanced standards were concerned but of giving 

a more Retailed answer on minimum standards^ 

Dr. BRAVO was in no way opposed to taking note of the report - which 

represented a magnificent effort on the part of a highly qualified group of 



expert s
 #
 At the same time it must be made perfectly clear that, owing to 

lack of time, the Board had been unable to give it exh^astive consideration. 

The best solution therefore would be to recommend further study in order to 

produce a document setting forth the definite and clear views of the Organization, 

He reiterated his earlier point concerning the contradiction in the report on 

the matter of unification of all health services, a point which should be 

cleared up by v/ritten consultation with the .experts concerned with a vierw 

to amending the document^ 

Replying to the CHAIRMAN, the DIRECTOR-GENERAL repeated that, under 

the Constitution^ it vraé within tha Competence of the Board to study anny 

matters it saw fit, but that there was no provision for recommendations to 

be made which were outside the framework of established policies of the Health 

Assembly. Although the Board v/as an independent body, it was nevertheless 

governed try those policies. He submitted that по reccranendations could be 

made to any organization on matters of policy not yet approved by the Health 

Assembly, 

The CHAIRMAN replying to Professor CANAPERIA, said that noting the 

report in no way inplied that its contents were the considered VÍOT either 

of the Executive Board or of the Health Assembly, 

Dr, ЛШГОСШ-PAREDES, referring to the remark of the ILO representative 

that the ILO Conference would in any evont take into сonsidoration the 



suggestions contained in the document without the opinion of the Executive 

Board, urged 一 in view of the misgivings stressed, as to policy implications 一 

that the Board should not only note the document but should make it perfectly 

clear that it did not represeftt the opinion of the. Board, still less the 

policy of the Health Assembly, 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL confirmed that it was open to the Board to refer 

the report back to ILO witb sach an annotation. 

Dr. P/JDÏÏA agreed with the annotation proposed ty Dr. Allwood-Paradcs, 

and that specific recommendations should be submitted to the Fifth World 

Assembly. He stressed the insertance of social security in all countries； 

the discussion, moreover, had shown, that there were many aspects of the 

problem wortl^r of consideration. He would also be in favour of a resolution 

on tho need for the unification of medical services, 

- . . 

The CHAIRMAN put the .follovdng proposal to the votet 

(1) that document EB9/66 should bo noted, together with an annotation 

to the effect that it represented the opinion of a group of experts but 

•was not the considered view either of the Executive Board or of tho Health 

Assembly； 

(2) that recommendations should be formulated for submission to the 

Fifth World Health Assembly, to be drawn up by the Rapporteurs in collaboration 

with the Secretariat for further consideration by the Board. 



Decision s (1) ТДе first part of the proposal was unanimously adopted
# 

-
1
 ' " " ，..•’. N 

(2) The second part was adopted with four abstentions. 

• - • ...... . .. 

Dr
#
 MACKENZIE observed that the annotation should indicate that document 

EB9/66
 ,?

did not necessarily represent the considered view of the Executive 

Board or of the Health Assembly", He added that, certain consequential 

amendments t.p the report w u î â be necessary. 
• » 

3, ACTION TO BE TAKEN PURSUANT TO RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED BY THE MIGRATION 
CONFERENCE (ILO)2 Item 50.8 of the Agenda (Document EB9/38) 

The CHAIRMAN called on Mr* Oblath^ representative of 工1»0，to introduce 

the subject^ 

Mr, OBL/LTH (International Labour Office) said that in collaboration 

v/ith WHO and other international organizations ILO had. submitted to the 

Naples Conférence on Migration certain recommendations as to criteria 
� , 

and basic principles for the medical selection of migrants. The Naples 

Conference had adopted certain of those recommendations and had suggested 

that work in the field of medical selection of migrants should be carricd 

on by ILO，in agreement i'Tith other interested organizations, in particular 

WHO» The Governing Body of ILO had approved the report of the Naples 

Conference and had endorsed its rosolutions
e
 It had been agreed isith 

the Director-General of WHO that the report should bo forwarded to 



Member States of the two organisations jointly, after it had been approved 

by the Executive Board. As indicated in the report, further action was 

necessary in order to complete the work begun at the Naples Conference 

and ILO planned shortly to lay the question .before "WHO with a view to 

drawing up a joint programme to give effect to the resolutions of the 

Naples Conference. 

Dr. DOROLLE, Deputy Director-General, gave the further following 

explanations. At the request of ILO, and in accordance with instructions 

received, the Secretariat had studied the criteria for the selection of 

migrants and had drawn up a model examination card and other documents. 

The Governing Body of ILO had approved those documents and if the Executive 

Board also approved them, they would be Jointly forwarded to Member States 

in order to avoid the confusion of two organizations working separately. 

Two other questions remained to be considered» (1) the criteria 

for selection of heavy workers* (2) criteria for selection in certain 

specialized professions. The major decision to be taken by the Board 

was that of approving the criteria as established, 

He thanked the secretariats of ILO and IRO for their assistance 

in the preparation of the criteria, in particular for having waited for 

the c^proval of the Executive Board before proceeding to consult Member 

States, notwithstanding the fact that the report of the Migration Conference 

had already received the 印proval of the Governing Body of IL0
# 



Dooisioni The Board authorized the Director-General to 
communicate the basic principios and criteria for medical 
selection of migrants to Member Governments for tho 
consideration of their national health authorities, with 
a view to using them as a guide for the medical examina-
tion of migrants

e 

4, PROCEDURAL CHANGEMENT 

On the proposal of the СНА1ИШ, it was agreed that item 50
e
 12 

of the Agenda would be discussed at the afternoon meeting) when Professor 

Maisin, Chairman of the Council for the Co-ordination of Congresses of 

Medical Scicnccs, would be presents 

5. PROGRAM® AND BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR 1953î REPORT OF THE STANDING 
COMMITTEE ON ADMINISTRATION xTO FINANCE (continuation) (Documents 
EB9/19, Ш9/19 Add, 1, 2 and 3> Corr. 1 and 2, EB9/75 Chapter I) 

Section 9 

The CHAIRMAN read a proposal for the rewording of the second sentence, 

submitted by Dr« Bravo and Dr» Allwood-Paredes and approved by the Chairman 

of the Standing Committee on Administration and. Finance: 

líThe committee considered that the proposed programme follovre the 
general programe of work approved by the World Health Assembly,. 
It further considers that the proposed programme conforms to the 
guiding principles to be applied to tho expanded programme of 
technical assistance as established under resolution 222 (IX) 
of the- Economic and Social Council as well as under subsequent 
decisions of that Council and of tho United Nations General 
Assembly". . 

Dccislorn Section 9, as amended above』 was adopted. 



Sections 10 - 19j Adopted without discussion* 

Section 20 

After a short discussion, and on the proposal of Dr. BRAVO, 

it was agreed to defer discussion on the reduction of the grant to 

the Council for the Co-ordination of International Congresses of 

Medical Sciences until the afternoon meeting in connexion with 

item 50.12 of the Agenda, 

Décision» Section 20 was adopted on the understanding 
that tho reduction of the grant to GCIMS would be taken 
up at the afternoon meeting, 

Section 21r Adopted without comment. 

Section 22 

Professor CANAPERIA drew attention to two points on which the 

Board had to take a decision» (1) the desirability or otherwise 

of establishing an expert committee on poliomyelitis in accordance 

with the instructions of the Third World Health Assembly (resolution 

ТШ/13,,21) • . (2) the question of the grant to the World Medical 

Association. 



Dr. GOTIZALE'Z asked why the Expert Committee on Zoonoses (FAO/WHO) had been 

included in the list of expert committees scheduled to meet for the first time 

in 1955, He understood that a meeting of that expert committee had already 

taken place. 

Dr. DOEOLLE, replying to the point raised by Professor Canaperia about the 

subsidy to the World Medical Association, indicated that the matter could be 

brought up for discussion under item 50.13 of the Agenda, relating to the 

participation of WHO in the International Conference on Medical Education； that 

item vould be dealt with the following day. 

Dr, BIEAUD, Director, Division of Epidemiological Services, replying to 

the first point raised by Professor Canaperia, said that although the Third 

Health Assembly had recommended the convening of an expert committee on 

poliomyelitis for 1952, the meeting had been postponed for financial reasons. 

That fact had presented certain drawbacks inasmuch as in 1952 an expert committee 

might have served as the preparatory meeting for the third International 

Conference on Poliomyelitis and thus facilitated collaboration between the two 

international groups, /merican and European, set up in 19^8 to deal vith that 

disease. He believed that a meeting of the expert committee in 1955 would 

nevertheless be useful as it would facilitate co-operation between the two non-

governmental organizations to which he had referred. The expert committee could 

best be held in conjunction vith the International Conference on Poliomyelitis 

to be held in Rome in 1955， and without any duplication. In that connexion, he 

recalled a remark of Dr. E'ójer
1

 s during the session of the Standing Committee on 



Finance and Administration concerning the 

national conference vith some five or six 

small expert committee. The latter alone 

differences in function of an inter-

hundred participants and that of a 

could hold thorough technical discussions 

and make practical recommendations for international research. 

In reply to Dr. GOWZKLEZ, he explained that the Expert Committee on Zoonoses 

vas a joint FAO/WHO committee. The 1953 meeting vculd be the second to be held 

(the first had been a meeting on bovine tuberculosis) and the agenda - a heavy one 

would include, inter alia, a discussion of the results of the two years
1

 research 

and field work recommended at the first meeting, 

Professor CANAPERIA vas in favour of holding a meeting of the expert 

committee on poliomyelitis at the same time as the International Conference on 

Poliomyelitis. The Organization would have at its disposal the help of all 

experts in the different aspects of the disease and at very little extra cost. 

Decision: , Section 22 was adopted on the understanding that the 
question of the proposed grant of $5,000 to the World Medical 
Association for its conference on medical education would be 
discussed the following day

# 

An exchange of views followed, initiated by Dr.- JAFAE, as to whether the 

Board should proceed to discuss forthwith the question of the proposed subsidy 

to Ъе granted to the International Conference on Medical Education, to be 

organized by the WMA.. 

Dr. MACKENZIE was in favour of immediate discussion of the point. It vould 

Ъе unfortunate to link a discussion on the principle of granting subsidies with 



any particular organization* In his v x m
9
 rulos should be laid down for the 

granting of subsidies to non-governmental organizations. 

Dr. BRAVO agreed with Dr, Jafar and Mackenzie that the point should be 

discusscd forthwith and not in the presence of a representative of the Tho 

Standing Committee had recognizcd the importance for WHO participation of the 

problem of medical education. On the other hand, concern had been expressed 

that the proposed grant of ^5,000 might have serious implications in the futuro. 

For those reasons the Standing Committee had felt that the matter was beyond its 

term of reference and had asked for the advice of the Board on a matter of policy. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL quoted resolution YfflA2
#
5, approving material support 

to CGICMS, 

Dr, MACKENZIE understood that the resolution referred to did not cover 

direct grants from WHO to non-governmental organizations^ He personally felt 

that there would be no difficulty in supplying services in the form of staff up 

to the amount stated，but a dangerous precedent would be created by granting a 

definite sum of money for the purpose of holding a conference^ 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL saw rxo objection to Di% Mackenzie^ proposal. 

Dr. ALL¥00D-Pi\REDES endorsed Dr, Mackenzie^ views. Requests for funds 

received from non-governmental organizations could usually be fully justified^ 

but the Board must be on its guard against indiscriminate grants and the . 

establishing of precedents. 



Dr. GRZEGOEZEWSKI, Director, Division of Education and Training Services, 

said that the sum of $5,000 was not necessarily to be taken as a subsidy to WMA. 

That association had proposed to WHO that the conference on medical education 
« ‘ 

Should be held jointly, and it was the question of that joint participation and 
* 

the sharing of expenses which must be decided. The decision of the Board and 

the Health Assembly would govern the extent to which WHO actively participated 

i n
 the planning of the conference. The matter had been left open and the 

representative of WMA would explain the position. WMA was not asking for a 

subsidy for its own conference but for a joint one with WHO. 

Professor De LAET indicated that the problem was one both of substance and 

of procedure. If the Board could decide the question of substance, i.e., the 

grant of financial help, procedure could Ъе settled under resolution WHA2.5 

referred to Ъу the Director-General„ 

Dr, HUETADO, after a brief reference to the lack of information on the 

request by WMA for a grant towards the cost of the proposed conference, 

emphasized the importance of medical education, to vhich great attention vas 

paid in the Americas, The Director-General had outlined the method by which 

WHO could reply to the request of WMA. 

The Board should not fear establishing a precedent； there must Ъе a first 

time for everything. He was in favour of WHO contributing either money or 

services and actively participating in the conference. 

Dr. HOJEE proposed that the provision should- be retained in the budget 

estimates, and that the Secretariat should Ъе left to decide on the form of 

services to be given. 



On the proposal of Professor CANAPEEIA, seconded by Professor De LAET, 

further discussion was postponed until the following day. 

The meeting rose at 12Л0 p. m. 


